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Dear Possibility Manager,

If you speak out, you become visible. Being visible makes you a potential target
for projections, expectations, jealousies, vengeance, even abuse. So many of us
survive behind our skills for staying invisible. The idea of building an inner
structure capable of maintaining commitments where we become visible is
inconceivably scary.

You might think that commitment comes from will power… but how has that
been working for you? Probably not so well…

Committing to cause change usually looks like standing at a megaphone and
shouting at a crowd of people who may or may not understand to some degree
for a short time what you are saying. Usually they are in the crowd for mixed
purposes (such as flirting, vandalism, argument, etc.) and anyway, do not have
an inner structure strong enough to make commitments to your vision. The
crowd consumes what you offer and scatters.

We suspect that you cause change in a less-organized more-organic fashion
through your one-on-one or small group interactions. Each person you empower
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with an Emotional Healing Process, a distinction,
a book or film recommendation, a vacuum listening question, or an invitation to
your WorkTalk, returns to their lives with the experience you provided for them.
If they were fed by what you offered, then they may search for more of that kind
of experience. Suddenly they are on the Path. You have caused a ripple in the
morphogenetic field of the human race. 

As your ripples go out into the world, they naturally combine with the ripples that
Possibility Managers and other Edgeworkers are making. These ripples
randomly interact with each other (it looks random, but is likely orchestrated
by E.C.C.O. at work, creating beneficial coincidences…). Somehow the general
human awareness miraculously changes. When a bunch of little waves add
upon each other, a transformational tsunami can suddenly arise. This kind of
personal evolution is sustainable. When you learn to replace yourself, evolution
becomes regenerative. 

Can you remember before ‘Yoga’ was a household word? Or yogurt?
Or kombucha? It was not so long ago that if you said, “I am going to Yoga
class,” people would ask, “What is that? Some new kind of Chinese
food?” Today, any town not offering Yoga classes at its community center is
behind the times. The children of the first Yoga class participants in the 1960s
are already becoming Yoga teachers!

New awareness sprouts just beyond the edges of modern culture’s thought
limits and traditions. Possibility Management is one of those. Imagine walking
through the center of your village – a pedestrian zone, no cars allowed, or
disposables – and instead of shoe shops, jewelry shops, watch shops,
Starbucks, and clothing shops, this shopping zone offers extremely engaging
and entertaining nonmaterial value shops: Rage Club, Fear Club, Intimacy
Café, Possibility Coaching, 5 Body Scanning, Feelings
Practitioners, Technopenuriaphobia Healing, Possibility Team, on and on, The
Menu keeps growing. This is what we are creating together. Thank you for doing
your part.

One nonmaterial value we want to share with you is articles written by Possibility
Managers. It is a challenge to heal from school enough to risk writing articles,
especially writing about what has never been studied in school. This is a
personal breakthrough of massive proportions! We are so happy to celebrate
courageous beings writing articles, such as these random samplings:

https://isabel-amarilis-esterl.mystrikingly.com/blog/from-a-primary-school-
teacher-to-an-experimenter 
https://gabrielmillinger.medium.com/not-good-enough-7a7b7c78ea19 
https://gabrielmillinger.medium.com/what-you-need-for-exiting-the-
patriarchy-c261cffa5565 
https://niklis.medium.com/it-doesnt-matter-f142b715498e
https://medium.com/@milliehaughey/on-cults-and-other-things-that-go-
bump-in-the-night-1d0ed6b3a9ce
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https://medium.com/@milliehaughey/what-i-missed-by-going-to-school-
ea9fe2d022af
https://gabrielafagundes1.medium.com/if-changing-your-mind-is-not-an-
option-then-you-live-in-a-prison-df092c2680c
https://israelkairos.medium.com/hidden-hierarchy-shapeshifter-
gameworlds-159f055260f3
https://medium.com/@devingleeson/3-distinctions-about-fear-for-
transformational-edgeworkers-931c42a7d1d0
https://medium.com/@gabriel.lechemin/a-letter-to-my-sadness-
bbdf14834ea3
https://medium.com/@eternityforbreakfast/poker-smile-no-more-
9bee65b1fea1

As fast as we can we are collecting articles from the context
of Possibility and Radical
Responsibility on http://jewelsofpossibility.mystrikingly.com. If you have some
favorites, please send us the link to share.

These articles are high-octane fuel for your next ripple-making experiments!
Please soak it in!

Love from you PM News Team.

POSSIBILITY MANAGEMENT

THE AUDIOS, VIDEOS AND ARTICLES OF
POSSIBILITY MANAGEMENT
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LISTEN & WATCH

Next Culture Radio - the Voices of
Archiarchy.

Regenerative human cultures of archetypally
initiated adult women creatively collaborating

with archetypally initiated adult men.

How to get there yourself, now.

NEXT CULTURE RADIO

READ

Jewels of Possibility - the Writings of
Possibility Managers and Possibilitators

Each article opens a doorway to valuable new
insights and options for the reader to choose from.

This is Ali Baba's cave and the door is open!
Steal all the Treasure you can and give it away

everywhere!

JEWELS OF POSSIBILITY

POSSIBILITY LABS
with Cornelius Butz

What is YOUR attitude towards CHOICE?
The English and Portuguese language “makes” a choice.

The Spanish “takes” a choice.
The German “hits” a choice…

Do you know (deeply in your cells) that you can always choose?
Do you understand some crucial mechanics around choice?

Do you take responsibility for how and what you (can) choose?
Do you take responsibility for how you deal with the result of your choices?

If so: Great! Let´s inquire and learn and deepen it!
If not: Choice makes all the difference in (enjoying) life! So, let´s inquire and learn and

deepen it!

Where and when? - You choose:
Brazil (23rd-27th of November) with Cornelius Butz and Lisa Ommert
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&
Portugal (8th-11th of December) with Patrizia Patz and Cornelius Butz

See for more details here: https://de.possibilitymanagement.org/trainer/corneliusbutz/

Possibility Creation Village - Telegram Group is where you ask for
and give Possibility, share your research, and celebrate your gold.
Great collaborations and projects were born there. Join at this
Telegram link: https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHlcSDlCv

Emotional Healing Process Collaboration - Telegram Group is a
thriving gateway platform to ask for, provide, and witness Emotional
Healing Processes at any time of day or night thanks to the global
Team of EHP Spaceholders. Join with the following link:
https://t.me/+WC5Px7eVEScNugzU

Possibility Management Events - Telegram Group is where you have
access to the latest PM-related Events by Possibilitators from around
the world as well as offering your own Events where you deliver your
Nonmaterial Value. Link:
https://t.me/+QdJfMBzKCVDb-MRD
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Subscribe 
to the Possibility Management Newsletter at

https://possibilitymanagement.org/
(page all the way down)

You receive this email because you wanted to discover what it is like to change your mind. You can change your
mind about anything, even about receiving this email. If this is the case, let us know by clicking on the links below.

You may unsubscribe or change your contact details at any time.
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